
Fine Wool AppArel



NATURE IS OUR GREATEST TEACHER.  IN THE GREAT 

OUTDOORS WE LEARN ABOUT OURSELVES AND LEARN 

TO CARE FOR THE LAND WE ALL USE. THROUGH OUR  

HIGHLy FUNCTIONAL pRODUCTS, SLEEpING INDIAN  

IS DEDICATED TO HELpING mORE pEOpLE  

mINDFULLy ExpERIENCE AND  

AppRECIATE LIFE OUTDOORS.

Proudly Made In The 
Rocky Mountains, U.S.A.

Our clothing’s excellent reputation within the rifle and bow 
hunting communities is based upon performance where it 
counts…in the field. Developed by the late Ted Ranck, our 
cold weather clothing system allows you to experience the 
outdoors from – 40°F to +60°F with the least amount of 
layering and the greatest amount of freedom. Field proven 
by hunters throughout the United States and beyond, our 
clothing system will increase the quality of your outdoor 
experience and reward you with a level of comfort that  
you never thought possible.
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WHY SLEEPING INDIAN WOOL ?

The Sleeping Indian® advantage is not just a catch phrase but a way of life. It is about  
staying comfortable in all outdoor situations. The advantage is the longevity of the products, 

with users enjoying 25+ years of ownership. It is the stealth of wool; it is about helping to 
ensure your survival when temperatures drop to a frigid -30 degrees.  Sleeping Indian® has 

gone above and beyond in every aspect of our clothing. From the engineering of our camo 
patterns to the research and development that goes into every garment. We invite any of 
today’s technical fabrics to compete in stealth, longevity, and comfort in harsh conditions.   

In addition, Sleeping Indian is ALL AMERICAN MADE!   

The Advantages Of Wool

Wool is an all natural protein based fiber that is formed from sheep. 
Wool has been proven to be one of the most effective forms of  
all-weather protection known to man, and science has tried to duplicate 
wool but has yet to match its unique properties.

Wool Is All Natural

If sheep have a good nutrient based food source, they will produce wool.  
It might be said that sheep have the easiest job of all...they eat, sleep and 
get their hair cut from time to time. Sheep farmers and wool producers  
alike make every effort to safeguard the environment, improving the  
welfare and productivity of the sheep and health of this resource.

Wool Is A Renewable Resource

As the humidity of the surrounding air rises and falls, wool fiber absorbs 
and releases water vapor. Heat is generated and retained during the 
absorption phase, which makes wool a natural insulator.  

Wool Is The Natural Insulator

Wool fibers are crimped, and when they are tightly packed together, 
as in fabric for clothing, form millions of tiny pockets of air, allowing 
your clothing to absorb and release moisture without losing its thermal 
efficiency. In other words, Sleeping Indian wool can absorb up to 30 per 
cent of its own weight in moisture and still be extremely warm  
and breathable at the same time.

Wool Is Breathable

Because of the breathable properties of wool, it absorbs water and  
sweat and releases it into the air before any bacteria can develop,  
keeping unpleasant odors from forming in your clothing. Wool is strong 
and long lasting. Wool fibers resist tearing and are able to be bent back 
on themselves over 20,000 times without breaking. In comparison cotton 
fibers can bend back only 3,200 times. Wool also has elastic properties,  
so clothing has the ability to stretch and return to it’s natural shape.

Wool Is Odor Resistant, Strong & Long Lasting

Wool Helps With Allergies
Wool is naturally anti-microbial. Bacteria are attracted to smooth, 
positively charged surfaces. Wool’s surface is coarse and neutrally 
charged, reducing floating dust that may cause allergies.

Wool Is Water, Mildew and Stain Resistant
Wool fibers have a waxy coating on them that repels any kind of liquid.  
That’s why wool apparel from Sleeping Indian® will keep you warm even 
in the rain or during a heavy, wet snowstorm. Those same waxy fibers 
also keep stains away.



TECH FIBERS VS. WOOL

If you’re serious about wool, you should understand a few things about modern synthetics 
and how they stack up against wool. Wool is the original High Tech fabric! The fact that these

synthetic fabric manufacturers have corrupted the word “fleece” is telling. Many of today’s
outerwear companies are saying their poly-this or micro-that garments are more waterproof 

or windproof, but to be honest, the ones we’ve tried that were waterproof and windproof
were nowhere near breathable. We wound up wet from the inside from sweat, even in cold
weather, and that is a disaster in the making. People have used wool for a thousand years.
Today, a new generation of hunters is learning how versatile this fiber can be. Wool can be

spun and woven into a lightweight cloth, heavy fabric or something in between. Our Sleeping
Indian® wool is an excellent insulator yet is also fairly water-resistant. Even when wet, our

wool works to keep you warm, which is a tremendous advantage to bow hunters contending
 with bad weather. Whether you’re navigating through dense conifer forests,

slipping quietly through oak brush on a crisp winter morning, or waiting on-stand
during an all-day drizzle, Sleeping Indian will keep you warm in cold weather,

while our woven wool provides the ultimate in silence.

How Do They Compare?

Their outer layer is designed to love moisture. When wet, it 
pulls heat from you, causing you to feel cold even when it’s not. If it’s 
cold and you’re exerting yourself, sweat condenses on the inside of the 
shell...not good. None of these problems exist with wool: snow, wet 
brush, light rain, drippy woods, heavy rain, and sleet can be completely 
ignored. Wool just breathes better.

Tech Fibers?

Wool resists odors very well. Lanolin is a natural, anti-bacterial fatty
substance extracted from wool that is used in ointments, cosmetics,
waterproof coatings, etc. Clothes that neutralize human odor are big
business today. In 2011, Field and Stream tested this very subject with a
trained police dog and a hiding man utilizing today’s best scent control.
The dog had no trouble detecting the man’s presence. Total scent
control vs. no scent control at all did not even matter...the dog found the
person in a matter of seconds. There are a lot of unanswered questions
regarding this subject, but know this--whatever you wear, remember the
wind direction! There is another aspect of scent/odor resistance that
is important: if you wear synthetics day after day, synthetic outerwear
becomes smelly even to the human nose. US Navy SEALs tested wool
extensively for 32 straight days and found the garments never picked up
an odor, and we all know that the SEALs push things much harder than
the great majority of us.

Scent Resistance, Absorption and Control?

Wool does not catch the light; its soft, naturally fuzzy texture blends into 
its surroundings.The uneven surface and scales of wool fiber prevent 
wool fabric from reflecting light well. Because wool accepts dye readily, 
you can have any pattern you want. Our wool and dyes are UV neutral. 
Think of a deer – it’s not wearing a real camo pattern, but tends to be 
invisible unless moving or silhouetted. Same as wool. It’s common to 
buy new hunting clothes every couple of years because you are always 
looking for something better, and the various technical fabrics being 
offered today have a tendency to wear out quickly. Sleeping Indian®  
can make the difference on your next hunt.

Camouflage?

A petroleum-based synthetic product tends to melt onto your skin.  
This is a big factor for the Military and hunters alike. Wool is much better 
behaved. Wool can provide a huge advantage to those who work with
electricity or in situations where static electricity can be a problem.
Even embers popping off a campfire will melt right thru synthetics, but
an ember will self-extinguish on wool. This is an extremely serious 
subject, and we will continue to research this in the future. Wool is not 
fireproof, but it is more burn-resistant than the synthetics,  
and far more resistant than human skin. 

Fire?

Everybody knows nothing is quieter than wool.
Noise?
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Sleeping Indian’s wool colors provide maximum concealment in a wide variety of seasons and terrain.  
It is one reason our clients include police and military special teams where stealth and concealment are a matter of life or death.

Many animals readily recognize variations in contrast, and their attention is drawn toward abrupt changes. Our Sleeping Indian® camo patterns 
are woven into the fabric, creating a softly blended edge of color rather than a sharp unnatural line. Our low contrast camo pattern uses 
predominantly horizontal elements, mixed with diagonal. This effectively eliminates hard vertical lines, making it much more difficult to be seen.

In addition to our low contrast pattern, wool naturally has the beneficial characteristic of absorbing light. The amount of glare and shine 
commonly experienced in many other fabrics is non-existent in wool. We did not design that; nature did. This natural characteristic further 
enhances the garments concealment capabilities by allowing the material to blend in remarkably well to the natural terrain when exposed to 
elements of either direct light or shadow.

CONCEALMENT

WinterEarly Fall Fall Reverse Winter Tiger StripeWinter Tiger Stripe

MOUNTAIN HUNTER™ Series
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MOUNTAIN HUNTER™ Series

 The MOUNTAIN HUNTER™ Series of Sleeping 
 Indian wool provides outdoorsmen with 
 products which greatly increase the quality of 
 their hunting experience. It doesn’t matter 
 what kind of rifle or bow hunting passion you 
 have, your enjoyment and success in the field 
 will be greatly reduced if you can’t stay warm. 
 We invite you to enjoy the benefits of our 
 MOUNTAIN HUNTER™ Series cold weather 
 clothing system and join the many  
 who consider Sleeping Indian® the  
 ultimate in hunting clothing.

WinterEarly Fall Fall

Reverse Winter Tiger StripeWinter Tiger Stripe

Please refer to the Fit Explanations Chart on Page 47



Re 

Camouflage Colors: Early Fall, Fall, Winter,  
Winter Tiger Stripe and Reverse Winter Tiger Stripe.  

Sizes: 28"- 50" – Item Number: MH-P20

Features

Suspender Buttons

Adjustable Waist

Two Rear Zip Pockets

Double Layered Seat

Two Front Pockets

Two Cargo Pockets

Triple Knees

TIMBERLINE PANTS
MOUNTAIN HUNTER™ Series

9PROUDLY MADE IN THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS, U.S.A.

Relaxed Fit



WinterEarly Fall Fall Reverse Winter Tiger StripeWinter Tiger Stripe



This is our warmest and most popular shirt.  
The Highline is ideal for the rifle hunter. It features a  

two-way zippered front and double yoke  
front and back. The two reach-in pockets  

are placed low so they won’t  
get in the way when you shoulder  
your rifle. We add double elbows  

for even more durability  
in this rugged shirt.  

Camouflage Colors: Early Fall, Fall, Winter,  
Winter Tiger Stripe and Reverse Winter Tiger Stripe.  

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL.  
Item Number: MH-S10

Features

Two Reach-In Pockets

Two Chest Pockets

Double Wool Collar

Double Yoke Shoulder Front And Back

Double Elbow

Concealed Two-Way Zipper Front

HIGHLINE SHIRT
MOUNTAIN HUNTER™ Series

11PROUDLY MADE IN THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS, U.S.A.

Semi-Fitted



WinterEarly Fall Fall Reverse Winter Tiger StripeWinter Tiger Stripe



Built to hunt. A functional and rugged field jacket  
designed for colder conditions. It’s cut generously to  

fit over our Highline or Ridgeline Shirt. Contains a  
weather beater double yoke front and back, and  
a quilted rifle shoulder pad. Includes breathable  

wind block lining throughout the jacket.  
Two large zippered chest pockets are placed  

low so they won’t interfere with  
shouldering a rifle or drawing a bow. 

Camouflage Colors: Early Fall, Fall, Winter,  
Winter Tiger Stripe and Reverse Winter Tiger Stripe.  

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL , XXXL.
Item Number: MH-j79

MOUNTAIN HUNTER jACkET
MOUNTAIN HUNTER™ Series

Features
Quilted Rifle Shoulder Pad
Full Wind Block Lining
Double Wool Collar
Double Yoke Shoulder Front And Back
Double Elbows
Two Inside Zip Chest Pockets
Two Vertical Zip Chest Pockets
Adjustable Cuffs
Inside Adjustable Waist Drawcord
Handwarmer Cargo Pockets
Adjustable Drawcord Hem
Two-Way Zipper
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Semi-Fitted



WinterEarly Fall Fall Reverse Winter Tiger StripeWinter Tiger Stripe



This shirt is the hands-down favorite of truly  
serious rifle and bow hunters. Pullover style with half-zip  

front allows for easy on and off. Modified
bow hunter’s collar stays clear of your bowstring.  

A concealed pocket keeps your binoculars  
instantly accessible. Additional features include  

a weather beater double layer of wool in the back yoke,  
double elbows, one zippered outside pocket  

and a large handwarmer pocket.

Camouflage Colors: Early Fall, Fall, Winter,  
Winter Tiger Stripe and Reverse Winter Tiger Stripe.  

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL.
Item Number: MH-S12

RIDGELINE SHIRT
MOUNTAIN HUNTER™ Series

Features

Bow Hunting Collar

Concealed Zip Front

Double Yoke Back Shoulder

Zippered Chest Pocket

Double Elbow

Hand Warmer Pocket

Concealed Binocular Pocket

15PROUDLY MADE IN THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS, U.S.A.

Semi-Fitted



WinterEarly Fall Fall Reverse Winter Tiger StripeWinter Tiger Stripe



All the field-proven features of our Timberline pant in a  
bib for greater warmth. These bibs are ideal for long sits in  

tree stands and ground blinds. Double seat, triple knee,  
and eight pockets, including zippered cargo pockets,  

and a front hand warmer pocket. Contains  
breathable wind block lining throughout the  

entire garment. Adjustable integral suspenders,  
belt loops, zippered fly. Long, unhemmed. 

Camouflage Colors: Early Fall, Fall, Winter,  
Winter Tiger Stripe and Reverse Winter Tiger Stripe.  

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL.  
Item Number: MH-P90

ON-STAND BIB
MOUNTAIN HUNTER™ Series

Features

Adjustable Elastic Suspenders

Right And Left Adjustable Waist

Large Zippered Cargo Pockets

Hand Warmers

Triple Knees

Zippered Pocket

Belt Loops

Side Pockets

17PROUDLY MADE IN THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS, U.S.A.

Relaxed Fit



WinterEarly Fall Fall Reverse Winter Tiger StripeWinter Tiger Stripe



The Snowline vest gives you three layers of insulation to keep your body 
core warm while allowing your arms freedom of movement. An outer layer 

of Sleeping Indian® wool, a layer of Polartec®, and a layer of wind block 
sandwiched in between, stop wind and cold, dead. Includes a two-way 

zipper, front storm closure w/snaps, inside pocket, and hand warmer/
cargo pockets. A long tail covers your rear end.

Camouflage Colors: Early Fall, Fall, Winter,  
Winter Tiger Stripe and Reverse Winter Tiger Stripe.  

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL.
Item Number: MH-V80

Polartec® fabrics is the registered trademark for the Malden Mills Industries brand of polar fleece fabrics.

SNOWLINE VEST
MOUNTAIN HUNTER™ Series

Features

Double Yoke Shoulder

Zipper Front

Double Storm Flap

Vertical Chest Pocket

Handwarmer Cargo Pockets

19PROUDLY MADE IN THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS, U.S.A.

Semi-Fitted



WinterEarly Fall Fall Reverse Winter Tiger StripeWinter Tiger Stripe



You lose a minimum of 35% of your body heat  
through the top of your head. This is one of the  

warmest hats you will ever own. Lined with black fleece.

 With two-way ear flaps that (#1) close under the chin,
 (#2) over the top of the head, 

The flip-up bill stays out of your  
way until you need it.

Camouflage Colors: Early Fall, Fall, Winter,  
Winter Tiger Stripe and Reverse Winter Tiger Stripe.  

Sizes: M, L, XL.   
Item Number: MH-H30

NORTHBOUND HAT
MOUNTAIN HUNTER™ Series

Features

Three Ear Flap Positions

Flip-Up Bill

21PROUDLY MADE IN THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS, U.S.A.

(#1)
(#2)



From marshy, wet ground to deep snow, Ridgerunner gaiters keep your 
pants dry and your feet warm. Gaiters protect from drafts and extend the 

life of your pants and bibs. Wear ours over any style or size boot.  
The drawstring top keeps them snug and keeps them in place. 

Camouflage Colors: Early Fall, Fall, Winter,  
Winter Tiger Stripe and Reverse Winter Tiger Stripe.  

Sizes: M, L.
Item Number: MH-G60

RIDGERUNNER GAITERS
MOUNTAIN HUNTER™ Series

Features
Full Zip Front Entrance With Snap Storm Closure

NATO-Style Stirrup Straps

WinterEarly Fall Fall Reverse Winter Tiger StripeWinter Tiger Stripe



Our fully-adjustable suspenders in matching camo are an important 
addition to our pants. They provide the most effective means of 

supporting our Timberline Pants without feeling restricted around the 
waist. The H-Back keeps the suspenders comfortably in place,  

while the elastic backs provide freedom of movement.

Camouflage Colors: Early Fall, Fall, Winter,  
Winter Tiger Stripe and Reverse Winter Tiger Stripe.  

Sizes: Regular and Tall.      
Item Number: MH-B40

TREE LINE SUSPENDERS
MOUNTAIN HUNTER™ Series
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WinterEarly Fall Fall Reverse Winter Tiger StripeWinter Tiger Stripe



COMF 4 LOCk™ Series

 The COMF 4 LOCK ™ Series is Sleeping Indian’s 
 most versatile line of casual wool. COMF 4 
 LOCK ™ will give any person that enjoys the 
 outdoors the warmth, stealth, and durability  
 of our other series, without sacrificing style. 
 The COMF 4 LOCK ™ series is built for the 
 great outdoors but sophisticated enough  
 for a night out on the town. It features 100% 
 virgin wool, and fitted style that rivals  
 any high-end designers’ look. Each  
 garment is hand crafted one at a time.

Red Navy Olive GreenDark Brown Heather Gray

Please refer to the Fit Explanations Chart on Page 47



The COMF 4 LOCK™ Teton shirt has the  
durability to chop wood all day with the sophistication 

and fitted lines to have a night out on the town.

Newly designed Women’s Teton shirt  
is cut for fashionable mobility.

Please refer to the Sizing Chart on Page 47.

Colors: Red, Navy, Heather Gray,  
Olive Green or Dark Brown. 

Item Number: CL-S14 (Men’s), CL-S24 (Women’s)

 TETON SHIRT
COMF 4 LOCk™ Series

Features

Two Chest Pockets

Double Wool Collar

Durable Fastened Front 

Fitted Design
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NOTE: Olive Green is 16 oz./yd. wool weight. By comparison,  

Navy Blue is approx. 31 oz./yd. wool weight, while the other colors are approx. 22 oz./yd.

Men’s Semi-Fitted
Women’s Fitted



Red Navy Olive GreenDark Brown Heather Gray



The COMF 4 LOCK™ Soldier Mountain Jacket  
has been designed for maximum coverage  
and cool weather protection. It is ideal for  

rugged conditions and a casual lifestyle.

Colors: Red, Navy, Heather Gray,  
Olive Green or Dark Brown.  

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL.
Item Number: CL-j20

SOLDIER MOUNTAIN jACkET
COMF 4 LOCk™ Series

Features

Concealed Zipper Front

Hand Warmer Pockets

Snap Cuffs

Zippered Chest Pocket

Wind Block Lining
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NOTE: Olive Green is 16 oz./yd. wool weight. By comparison,  

Navy Blue is approx. 31 oz./yd. wool weight, while the other colors are approx. 22 oz./yd.

Semi-Fitted



Red Navy Olive GreenDark Brown Heather Gray



Our new Women’s Costilla Vest is semi-fitted with  
quilted patch pockets and front yoke. Cut for mobility.

Perfect for small items and cell phone.   
The new Men’s Costilla Vest is fully lined with wind block  

and front zipper guard for maximum wind protection.
 

Please refer to the Sizing Chart on Page 47.

Colors: Red, Navy, Heather Gray,  
Olive Green or Dark Brown.

Item Numbers: CL-V95 (Men’s), CL-V85 (Women’s)

COSTILLA VEST
COMF 4 LOCk™ Series

Features

Concealed Zipper Front

Two Waist Patch Pockets

Two Chest Pockets With Zipper Closures (Men’s Only)

Wind Block Lining

Sleeping Indian’s Classic 
Men’s Costilla Vest 2.0
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NOTE: Olive Green is 16 oz./yd. wool weight. By comparison,  

Navy Blue is approx. 31 oz./yd. wool weight, while the other colors are approx. 22 oz./yd.

Semi-Fitted



Red Navy Olive GreenDark Brown Heather Gray



Our New Classic, semi-tailored/fitted jacket with  
button closure and side waist pockets.  

Fully lined with wind block for added warmth.

Please refer to the Sizing Chart on Page 47. 

Colors: Red, Navy, Heather Gray,  
Olive Green or Dark Brown.  

Item Number: CL-j55

WIND RIVER jACkET
COMF 4 LOCk™ Series

Features

Semi-Tailored/Fitted Jacket

Button Closure Front

Side Waist Pockets

Wind Block Lining
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NOTE: Olive Green is 16 oz./yd. wool weight. By comparison,  

Navy Blue is approx. 31 oz./yd. wool weight, while the other colors are approx. 22 oz./yd.

Semi-Fitted



Red Navy Olive GreenDark Brown Heather Gray



Tailored mid-length overcoat w/ button closure,  
pockets, and high color. Fully lined and  

cut for comfort and style.  

Please refer to the Sizing Chart on Page 47. 

Colors: Red, Navy, Heather Gray,  
Olive Green or Dark Brown.  

Item Number: CL-j25

WOMEN’S LONG COAT
COMF 4 LOCk™ Series

Features

Tailored Mid-Length Jacket

Button Closure Front

Side Waist Pockets

Fully Lined, Cut For Style And Comfort

33PROUDLY MADE IN THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS, U.S.A.

NOTE: Olive Green is 16 oz./yd. wool weight. By comparison,  

Navy Blue is approx. 31 oz./yd. wool weight, while the other colors are approx. 22 oz./yd.

Semi-Fitted





Family owned business. American made.

Non-slip socks. Made with 100% Merino 

Wool Yarns. Lycra® is a registered  

trademark of INVISTA.

Wash in cold water & tumble dry on low.  

DO NOT BLEACH.

Item Number: CL-ES1, CL-HS1, CL-SBS1

SHEEP MOUNTAIN SOCkS
COMF 4 LOCk™ Series
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MADE IN THE U.S.A.
MADE WITH 100%   

MERINO WOOL YARNS

S K I / B O O T

H I K E RE V E R Y D A Y

US
MENS 
SHOE

US
WOMENS 

SHOE
EURO
SHOE

S 4-6.5 5-8 35-38.5
M 7-9.5 8.5-10.5 39-43.5
L 10-12 11-13 44-46
XL 12.5+ 13+ 46.5+

SOCk
SIZE

E V E R Y D A Y
EVERYDAY CONTENTS: Color Black
1/2 Cushion, 200N, Merino Wool: 70%, Nylon: 25%, Lycra: 5%

H I K E R
HIKER CONTENTS: Color Charcoal Gray
Full Cushion, Merino Wool: 65%, Nylon: 32%, Lycra: 3%

S K I / B O O T
SKI/BOOT CONTENTS: Color Charcoal Gray
Full Cushion Ski, Merino Wool: 70%, Nylon: 25%, Lycra: 5%

Features
Merino Wool For Comfort & Moisture Control
Nylon For Durability
Lycra® For Elasticity & Strength



TRU-CAMO™ Series

 The TRU-CAMO™ Series of Sleeping Indian® 
 wool is a testament to the creative forward 
 thinking ability and craftsmanship at  
 Sleeping Indian®. The TRU-CAMO™ Series  
 is perfect for your fall and winter hunts  
 and spring outings. The camo pattern  
 in these garments is based upon our  
 world renowned 40% larger camo  
 which can also be found in our  
 MOUNTAIN HUNTER™ Series.

   Winter     Fall

Please refer to the Fit Explanations Chart on Page 47



The TRU-CAMO™ Alpine shirt delivers a  
lightweight feel and superior performance,  

going beyond your basic wool shirt into  
a must have for any outdoorsman.  

Camouflage Colors: Fall and Winter.  
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL , XXXL. 

Item Number: TC-S10

 ALPINE SHIRT
TRU-CAMO™ Series

Features

Two Chest Pockets

Double Wool Collar

Double Yoke Shoulder Front And Back

Double Elbow

Concealed Two-Way Zipper Front

37PROUDLY MADE IN THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS, U.S.A.

Semi-Fitted



   Winter     Fall



A layer of insulating Sleeping Indian® wool, plus wind block and  
a layer of Polartec® make this a great piece of outerwear for  

those bone-chilling sub-zero hunts. Generously cut for freedom of  
movement, this two-way zippered garment is designed to be worn  

over any of our shirts for added insulation and wind block. The hood won’t 
interfere when you draw a bow or shoulder a rifle. Includes two Polartec® lined 

hand warmer pockets, and two vertical zippered chest pockets. Drawstring 
closure at the hem and hood round out the design.

Camouflage Colors: Fall and Winter.  
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL.   

Item Number: TC-j76

Polartec® fabrics is the registered trademark for the Malden Mills Industries brand of polar fleece fabrics.

OUTFITTER jACkET
TRU-CAMO™ Series

Features

Easy On And Off Full Front Zip

Bow Hunting Hood, Draw Cord Closure

Hand Warmer Pockets With Wind Block 

Polartec® Lining

Two Vertical Zip Chest Pockets

Adjustable Drawcord Hem

39PROUDLY MADE IN THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS, U.S.A.

Relaxed Fit



   Winter     Fall



The TRU-CAMO™ Costilla vest allows for  
the core temperature warmth and styling  

that your traditional shirts and jackets lack.

Camouflage Colors: Fall and Winter.   
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL. 

Item Number: TC-V95 (Men’s), TC-V85 (Women’s)

COSTILLA VEST
TRU-CAMO™ Series

Features

2 Top Vertical Zippers (shown here with one)

Full Zip Front

Extra Long Tails

With Or Without Collar

Hand Warmer Cargo Pockets

Full Wind Block Lining

41PROUDLY MADE IN THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS, U.S.A.

Semi-Fitted



   Winter     Fall



The TRU-CAMO™ Summit shirt offers  
enhanced range of motion and  
comfort with contoured seams  
that are ideal for bow hunting.

Camouflage Colors: Fall and Winter.   
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL.  

Item Number: TC-S12

SUMMIT SHIRT
TRU-CAMO™ Series

Features

Bow Hunting Collar

Concealed Zip Front

Double Yoke Back Shoulder

Zippered Chest Pocket

Double Elbow

Hand Warmer Pocket

Concealed Binocular Pocket

43PROUDLY MADE IN THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS, U.S.A.

Semi-Fitted



ORDERING INFORMATION

OUR GUARANTEE

We spare no effort to offer you only the finest wool outdoor apparel of functional design and quality construction. Sleeping Indian® will repair 
or replace any MOUNTAIN HUNTER™ Series, TRU-CAMO™ Series, and COMF 4 LOCK™ Series product found by us to be defective in either 
materials or workmanship. We will also give you credit towards another item for any product returned to us in new condition within
90 days of purchase. In addition, Sleeping Indian is ALL AMERICAN MADE!   

ORDERING

When ordering by phone, please call (307) 739-9802, or toll free at (800) 971-1557 during regular business hours.  
To order on-line 24 hours a day, visit our website at www.sleepingindianusa.com  All custom orders must be paid in full.   
Orders must be accompanied by a prepayment (credit or debit card), before shipment. We accept Visa, Mastercard, and American Express.

PRODUCT

For product information, please call (800) 971-1557. We will be glad to help you with any questions concerning our products and guide  
you to those items which will be the most beneficial to your specific situation.

CUSTOMER SERVICE

Call our customer service line at (800) 971-1557 from 8 am to 5 pm C.S.T. with any questions regarding the status of an order or return.

BUSINESS HOURS

Our office hours are from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. (C.S.T.) Monday through Friday.
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CUSTOM ORDERS

At Sleeping indian, we have the ability to make minor modifications in length to the body and/or sleeves of our garments.  
When ordering with customizations, please call our customer service line Monday - Friday at (800) 971-1557, Dial Extension 4 or 5.  
Hours are 8am-5pm (C.S.T.). Please note that custom garments are non-refundable.

GIFT CERTIFICATES

Not sure which item to get that special person? Give us the name and address of anyone you would like to have sent a gift certificate,  
along with payment for the value of the certificate. We will personalize the certificate with a message from you.

REFUNDS

Please pack items securely. Your package should be insured and prepaid. All returns should include a written explanation for the return, 
along with name, address, and approximate date of purchase. If possible, please enclose a copy of your invoice. For prompt processing, 
include a daytime phone number. Returned items should be dry cleaned if dirty. Items returned soiled will be assessed a $35.00 cleaning 
charge. Please send all returns and correspondence to our complete address.

SHIPPING

Orders are shipped standard ground by UPS unless otherwise requested. Allow up to 7 working days for standard UPS delivery from time  
of shipment. UPS rapid delivery options are available. Please include a street address because UPS does not deliver to a post office box.  
Our UPS shipments require adult signature delivery. Please remember to include shipping and handling costs on the order form. For the 
United States, your estimated shipping and handling costs are for Belts, Hats, Suspenders, Gaiters (Per Item or Combined) - $12.50,  
Shirts and Pants (Per Each Item) - $15.50, Jackets and Bib Overalls (Per Each Item) - $20.50. Shipping cost for socks are $3.00 for the  
first pair, and a $1.50 for each additional pair up to 10 pairs of socks. For larger quantities please call (800) 971-1557.  
If you do not know your shipping costs leave the box blank, we will determine the costs and contact you!

r

REPAIRS

Sleeping Indian, L.L.C. will cover repairs found by us to be the result of defective materials or workmanship. For those garments or 
equipment in need of repair due to wear and tear, improper care, or accidents, there will be a repair charge assessed. Charges vary 
depending on the specific repairs needed. Please call (800) 971-1557 for specifics. If your garment or equipment is determined to be  
beyond repair, we will extend to the owner the opportunity to purchase a duplicate garment at a 30% discount off the current retail price.
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ORDERING FORM

ORDERED BY

Date _______________________________________________________

Name______________________________________________________

Address____________________________________________________

City____________________________________State_______________

Zip______________________Phone (_______)____________________

Email ______________________________________________________

SHIP TO, IF DIFFERENT

Name______________________________________________________

Address____________________________________________________

City____________________________________State_______________

Zip______________________Phone (_______)____________________

Email ______________________________________________________

QUANTITY ITEM NUMBER PATTERN / COLOR SIZE ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE

SLEEPING INDIAN GUARANTEE

CREDIT CARD INFORMATION

                                                                       We spare no effort to offer you only the finest wool apparel of functional design and quality construction, therefore 

Sleeping Indian L.L.C. will repair or replace any COMF 4 LOCK™, TRU-CAMO™, MOUNTAIN HUNTER™ product found by us to be defective in either 

materials or workmanship. We will also give you credit towards another item for any product returned to us in new condition within 90 days of purchase.

VISA AMEXMASTERCARD Name On Card____________________________________________________________

Card Number ________________________________________________________Exp.Date____________Security Code____________

SUBTOTAL

SHIPPING

25% DEPOSIT

SALES TAX

TOTAL

REMAINING BALANCE

For the United States, your estimated shipping and handling costs are for Belts, Hats, Suspenders, Gaiters (Per Item or Combined) - $12.50, 
Shirts and Pants (Per Each Item) - $15.50, Jackets and Bib Overalls (Per Each Item) - $20.50. Shipping cost for socks are $3.00 for the first 
pair, and a $1.50 for each additional pair up to 10 pairs of socks. For larger quantities please call (800) 971-1557. If you do not know your 
shipping costs leave the box blank, we will determine the costs and contact you!

Order Online at www.sleepingindianusa.com or send this order form to:
Mail to:  P.O. Box 774 Perryton, Texas 79070  •  Email to: info@sleepingindianusa.com  •  Fax to: 806-648-2912
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All Sleeping Indian® 
wool garments have 
our customized logo 
embroidered on either the 
front, back shoulder or 
women’s jacket sleeve. 

 

 

Back

r

Menswear Fit Chart

  S M L XL 2XL 3XL
Chest 35-38 38-41 41-44 44-47 47-51 51-55
Waist 28-31 31-34 34-37 37-40 40-44 44-48 
Sleeve 33 34 35 36 37  37 3/4 

Womenswear Fit Chart

Misses sizes generally accommodate sizes 4-14

  XS S M L
Bust 32-34 34-36 36-38 38-41
Waist 26-28 28-30 30-32 32-35
Hip 34-36 36-38 38-40 40-43
Sleeve 29 1/2 30 30 1/2 31 3/8

Misses

Womens sizes generally accommodate sizes 16-26

 W-S W-M W-L W-XL
41-44 44-48 48-52 52-56
35-38 38-42 42-46 46-50
43-46 46-50 50-54 54-58
 32 1/4 33 1/2 34 1/4 35 5/8

Womens

Measuring

Bust/Chest: Measure around fullest part 
of chest, just under armpits, with chest 
expanded.

Waist: This measurement is taken from 
the natural waist, at the top of the pelvic 
bone. Use relaxed measurement.
(NOTE: this measurement in NOT taken 
at the waistline of your pants. You must 
measure at the natural waist)

Hip: Measure around the fullest part of 
the seat, near the top of the hip bone.

Sleeve: Extend arm at side, measure 
from center back of neck to shoulder 
point, then to wrist bone.

Inseam: Measure over pants, from crotch 
seam to instep.

Pants (Relaxed Fit)

Our pants can be ordered in even sizes  
28” to 50”.

In an effort to accommodate any height, 
our pants ship un-hemmed unless  
otherwise requested.

Please provide a desired inseam 
measurement if you wish to receive your 
pants with a hem.

Custom Orders

At Sleeping Indian, we have the ability to 
make minor modifications in length to the 
body and/or sleeves of our garments.
When ordering with customization,  
please call our customer service line 
Monday - Friday at (800) 971-1557,
Extension 4 or 5.  
Hours are 8am-5pm (C.S.T.).

*Please note that custom garments are non-refundable.

Fit Explanations

Fitted
These garments are tailored to fit close to 
the body while maintaining comfort.   
They are best worn over light under-layers.

Semi-Fitted
Designed with more room, for light to 
medium layering.  If you intend to layer 
heavily under these garments, we suggest 
ordering one size larger.

Relaxed Fit
Our relaxed fit is designed for the layering 
of heavier pieces.  If you DO NOT intend to 
layer this garment with heavy under-layers, 
we suggest ordering one size smaller.

*All measurements are noted in inches
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Sleeping Indian® will contribute to the stability and well-being of its team members, and will contribute  
to the growth of the communities in which it operates. Sleeping Indian will grow by adding value to our 
customers and will strive for excellence as a fine wool apparel company. 

Our manufacturing facility, is a 100 year old former schoolhouse in Troy, Montana. Sleeping Indian® 
clothing designs are the benchmark for all other wool hunting and casual clothing. We enjoy enviable 
customer loyalty due to our clothing’s legendary performance in the field and our continued commitment 
to remain functional and durable in our designs.
  
Please feel free to visit and contact us on the web at www.sleepingindianusa.com.

OUR MISSION

We are very proud of the fine wool apparel we make and the principles we stand by. They are dedication  
to quality, precision functionality with a passion to make world-class outer wear in the United States  
of America for the most serious outdoor enthusiasts.

The Sleeping Indian® brand has an incredible fan base in place.  
We also believe that the best is yet to come and would like  
you to spread the word…we sleep no more!

Chief Executive Officer
Executive Vice President&
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Fine Wool AppArel

          Sleeping Indian® • P.O. Box 1233 • 218 Spokane Avenue, Troy, Montana 59935 • Office (307) 739-9802 • (800) 971-1557 • Fax  (806) 648-2912 
                                                                                        www.sleepingindianusa.com • Follow us on 


